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Practice makes perfect...
Get out and vote November 2 for the best candidates as
practice for the:

Vote for the right people to run SMSA!
Saturday, November 6 in the clubhouse, 10:00 AM
The Membership Meeting is followed by:

We hope you’ll bring your best brunch dish to share. Non
Non-alcoholic beverages are on the club.

Want to sell something or do you have an idea for the Clew? Please send words and pictures to clew@smsa.com.
Questions? Call Roger Bayer 301-934-3925. The Clew is published the first of each month. Submission deadline is
the 15th of the month. The Clew is edited by Ellen Aulson and Roger Bayer.
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COMMODORE’S SIGNAL
It has been a busy summer at SMSA. All of the
programs have experienced good participation.
Some programs have seen great increases, such as
the Junior Program. I hope that everyone notices
that with a little effort, a program will increase. It
is important that the upswing continues into next year. I want to
thank the current program chairs and those that will be filling the
positions next year.
There will be several new faces within the Officers and Directors for
next year. I am enthusiastic that some new blood will help shape
the future of this association. There have been great increases in
Small Boats registered and sailing. The Thursday Program and the
regattas that have been hosted this year continue to reinforce the
fact that sailing in the Patuxent River is Very Good. The Racing
Program has more participants than last year, but at times has seen
lower participation. It is just a cycle we‟re working through. I am
aware of more boats coming to the area and there should be some
others that will rejoin the mix. With some encouragement the numbers should increase to a level that will provide a good mix at any of
the races that are conducted.
I wish I knew more about Cruising. Mary Anne and I had the pleasure of joining Smitty and Carol on the cruise to Baltimore earlier
this year . I just don‟t understand why more people don‟t join in.
Maybe it‟s the crazy time schedule that all of us have. If I could only
create more time. Say, Mary Anne is going to retire within two
years! That‟s It! Be patient, good planning and the time can be
found.
Since there has been good use of the clubhouse this year within all
of the programs, I hope that everyone will support the growth of
this organization when it is time that we can follow through with
the purchase of this facility or another. The long term growth of the
SMSA programs is in need of something more permanent. It has
always been a problem with me when trying to promote programs
when we only have a one year lease. We are trying to renegotiate
our current situation. I am hopeful for a longer lease or purchase
option that will let us promote, promote and promote to make our
activity level increase to support our needs.
It‟s now time to go off with Foxtrot Corpen to participate in the
Beneteau 36.7 North American Championship. It‟s being hosted by
Annapolis Yacht Club, which will certainly impress with their quality staff and facilities. I know we‟re in for a good time, even though
sailing in the chop and traffic of the Bay near Annapolis. But the
future of the SMSA programs could increase in quality and size, just
like those at AYC, with a little support from the local sailing enthusiasts in Southern Maryland.
See you near the water,

Clarke
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Adopt an Opti
This winter we are looking for
folks to participate in our “Adopt
an Opti” challenge. This is your
chance to take home an Opti for
the winter, clean it up, varnish
the brightwork, inspect & secure
the rigging…bring it back in the
spring shined up for our junior
sailors.
We really considered making
this part of the “Geezer Squeezer” challenge, however the idea
of putting the geezers in the
opti‟s while the water was still
cool put some ice on that plan.
Volunteers need only provide
some TLC and return the opti.
No need to get wet…unless you
want to.
If you are worried that you don‟t
have space for an Opti in your
garage for the winter, you are
welcome to work on them here at
the club, we will have some supplies on hand for completing
some of the tasks here.
Interested? Contact:
Jimmy Yurko
junior@smsa.com
240-434-1312

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS

Junior Program Wrapup

Ron Spicuzza Given
Emeritus Status

By Jimmy Yurko

By Laura Comeau-Stanley. Membership Chair

With our Junior season wrapping up, and a lot of
hard work behind us we have little to do but reminisce about our accomplishments, and thank the
volunteers who made it all possible.

Ron Spicuzza, long-time club member and former Commodore, was just approved by the
Board of Directors for Emeritus Status. Ron
turned 65 years young this May and met all of
the criteria to qualify as an Emeritus member.

Our Junior Program taught over seventy
(70!) new or beginning sailors about this great
sport. We had classes for kids age five through
eighty five…ok, our oldest students were only in
their fifties, but we‟re expanding. The program
consisted of introductory Optimist classes for kids
from age five to twelve, and intermediate and advanced classes for kids up to eighteen years old.
We also incorporated a new “Adult & Family Learn
to Sail” program this year which was a small program, but a big success.

Ron and his wife Veronica, known as Ronnie to
most of us, along with their sons Jeff and Brian,
have been members of SMSA since the early
80‟s. In the time that he has been a member, he
served on the Board of Governors for no less
than seven (7) years over that span of time in
the following positions: Treasurer, Rear Commodore, Vice Commodore, and Commodore.
Ron has been an avid racer and he and Ronnie
have been strong public supporters of SMSA
and our varied programs over the years.

The Junior Program provided a great deal
of revenue for the club primarily through the jampacked Optimist classes for our students ages 8-12.
Our lead instructor Rebekah Stanley led an exciting program that had students coming back for second and third sessions, as well as referring their
friends to the program.

In addition to countless offices and committee
posts that Ron has held, Ronnie too has served
as a committee member for many Social Program Governors and Chairs‟ over the past two
decades. She has also been a long-time Screwpile volunteer, serving up a mean Rum Punch
for our thirsty sailors for many years! As the
owners of Spectrum Sciences, Ron and Ronnie
continue to show their support and generosity
by hosting our website and maintaining our list
server.

The new “Kids Intro to Sail” course for 5-8
year old students brought a new crowd to the club.
With this evening class, taught by Kaitlyn French,
we had small classes of students learning about
rigging, knots and basic sailing knowledge, not to
mention a little fun on a sailboat. Parents often
hung out and watched the students “learn the
ropes”.

Anyone interested
in filling the soon-to
-be vacant Membership Chair position
should contact Rear
Commodore Kate
Miller rearcommodore@smsa.com) or
Commodore Clarke
McKinney commodore@smsa.com).

Missing Your Dry Storage
Bill?
The club billing gnomes are not asleep! At the
September and October Board of Directors Meetings it was determined that most members felt
that annual dry storage contract should run from
January to December. The change was approved.
This change gives all users of the dry storage facility a free three months! Bills will be mailed in
January. All good members should spend their
savings at the club bar.

Ron Spicuzza
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RACING SEASON DRAWS TO A CLOSE
by Sandy Leitner

It's that time of year again. The air grows cool, the leaves are changing color and there are only a handful of races left to the season. Don't
haul your boats out yet...we still have the Frostbite Series! After that
it will be time to decide what repairs need to be done on our boats and
for us to ponder what we've learned out on the race course. There was
a lot of great racing this summer as well as a few drifters.
Wednesday night racers
have 3 fleets...Nonspin,
Green and White. For
the overall Wednesday
Night Series the first
place winners were
Whiskers, Elan, and
Splash respectively.
Doghouse, Rhumb
Punch and Easy Button
won first in their classes in the Pro Series.
Participation in Thursday night racing continues to increase. The LaSplash, Synergy and Little Latitudes starting the first 2010
Fall Invitational.
sers have their own start
now and the Buccaneer
fleet is growing quite large thanks to the hard work of Jimmy and Christie
Yurko. The Buccaneer Nationals were hosted here this summer with a good
number of local boats competing. Our small boat racers also placed well in
both the Small Boat One Day regatta in June and the two day Small Invitational in September.

Little Latitudes and Splash in the second 2010 Fall Invitational Start.

The Buccaneers and
Lasers had their own
starts during the two
day regatta. Overall
winners for Thursday nights were Trevor Richards in the
Laser fleet and David
and Jacki Meiser in
Portsmouth. You can
view complete race
results on the website, www.smsa.com.
Click on the" Racing"
link for Wednesday
Night results, Pro
Series,
See Racing Season on Page 9
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Racing Program Ideas
By Jeffrey Moore

Editor’s Note: the author”s response to the favorite race request (see pages 10 & 11) included interesting
thoughts on the entire racing program. He states what he likes, hates, would like to see changed, would
like to see stay the same and what he feels should be added. This article contains Jeff’s comments. In addition, this article will be loaded into the Racing forum in the SMSA website so you can respond.
Liked:

with cold water and with most sailors rusty
from taking the winter off. Fall Frostbites
on the other hand are at the end of the season where most crews are in the groove,
the water is the same temps, we are required to have PFD‟s on AND we are in
protected waters. If people don‟t want to
change as it is tradition and Frostbites
should be NS, OK, I‟ll buy that but it being
unsafe is wrong.

1. Who am I kidding I am a sailing junkie,
I like it all… LOL
2. The option to run multiple races for the
weekend around the can‟s racing is fantastic! Sometimes the wind changes and
fills in from different directions and giving RC the option to run more than one
race opens up a lot more options. O’Yeller did a great job in the Fall Series utilizing two races when we had a wind
shift.

What needs to stay the same:
Besides what I think needs to be changed or at
least addressed and the events I would like to see
added I think the rest of the race program is good.

Hated: Hate is a strong word but what I personally dislike is the float fest that are most Wednesday nights in the Summer. Dinghies are fun in 5
knots but not so much for the big boats. Not that it
is anything you or SMSA can change, its just our
weather patterns.

Things I would like to see added:
Yes these are all dinghy related events but as the
dinghy related sailing/racing in our club continues
to grow I feel we need to offer more events for
small boats. The big boats are maintaining numbers but the dinghy racing is expanding.

What needs to be changed:
1. Something needs to be done with Smith
Point. Not sure what but for the last two
years we have only had two spin boats and
the same two at that.
2. We need to figure out what needs to be
done to get more boats out for our weekend
events. The racing is SO MUCH better than
what we get on Wednesday nights. I cannot
figure out why the numbers are so far down
compared to Wednesday nights. Yet the
Frostbites are well attended and those are
on the weekend so I just don‟t get it???
3. I am going to propose this again ... and
probably will get shot down again ... BUT
Fall Frostbites should offer a spinnaker
class. The water is warmer or the same
temp as in April so I am not buying the
safety factor. Based on averages Sharps Island is the MOST dangerous race we have
in our club, not that I am suggesting it be
changed. But it is an open Bay race in April

1. Add one or two more one day weekend
events like our SMSA One Day Regatta
we hold in June. Maybe do one in July
and another one in August. And then
we have our two day regatta in September.
2. Add a dinghy “distance” race around
our marks in the Patuxent. Setup a 510 mile course, depending on wind and
run one or two laps as appropriate. By
staying in the area say south of the
bridge and north of „B‟ if the wind shuts
down we are not far from home. And by
running multiple laps RC can shorten.
Just tossing out numbers but a race
that is between 3 to 4 hours would be
about right.
Thanks again for doing a fantastic job as RaceChair! Count me in for mark hauling as usual.
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Social Inputs

November & December
Commodore ‘s Dinner Themes

November 2010

By Commodore Clarke McKinney

By John Dixon

The Commodore‟s Dinner for November will have
a Rice Theme. All dishes should be made using
rice whether an appetizer, entrée, or desert.

The sailing season is winding down, but there are
still social events on the calendar. The last event
in October was the Oyster Scald and Chili cook-off
which followed the Fall Invitational Race. November offers us the Annual Membership Meeting and
Brunch, November 6th 10:00 am to 12:00 pm. The
annual meeting will be held to inform members of
the status of the club and programs. Additionally,
new officers, board of directors will be elected
along with votes on by-law changes. A brunch will
follow, with non-alcoholic beverages provided and
members are encouraged to bring a dish to share.
December brings us the Annual Holiday social,
December 4, 6:00 to 10:00 pm. Come out and celebrate the season and spread holiday cheer with
your fellow club members. This event coincides
with the Solomon‟s Christmas walk. Holiday ham
and biscuits will be provided and members are encouraged to bring a side dish to share, appetizers,
main dish or dessert. Anyone wishing to help out
with decorating the clubhouse please contact me.
The outside will be decorated the week before the
event, and the inside the day before the event.

December’s dinner will have a local seafood
theme. Try your hand creating a variety of entrees
using the seasonal local seafood that is available.
Supporting dishes don‟t have to include seafood.

I‟ve been in the process of identifying potential
venues for the awards banquet. This includes collecting menus and asking for quotes. The plan is
to have a package together for the BOD and officers for review by the end of October. Any ideas/
suggestions from the membership are encouraged
and appreciated; send them to me at jdixon29@verizon.net. Also, make your plans for the
resumption of the commodore‟s dinner; the next
one is scheduled for November 18, with the following happening on December 16th.
Enjoy the fall and look forward to seeing everyone,
Cheers, John!
Everyone‟s invited to bring a dish to share. So far
there has always been a variety of appetizers, salads, entrees, and desserts. I hope that the luck
continues. The bar will be open for those interested. Maybe Donna Maneely will get some recipes or
ideas from these dinners for the planned cookbook
that is due to be released at the beginning of next
year.

Annual Holiday Social
December 4, 2010
6:00 to 10:00 PM
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We need your recipes for
the SMSA Cookbook!
Prizes for the most recipes
contributed
by a crew or boat!

First Annual SMSA Ski Trip…
11-13 February 2011

What: SMSA is creating a cookbook to raise
funds for the club and we need your help.
Please contribute recipes in any of these categories:

Plan on joining us for the first annual SMSA Ski Trip to
Seven Springs Mountain Ski Resort in Champion, Pennsylvania. Seven Springs has been voted the Best Family Ski Resort in Mid-Atlantic. We will drive up Friday afternoon/
evening on 11 February and return home Sunday, 13 February. Your weekend lift tickets, which are included in the
package, provide skiing from Friday night through 7 PM
Sunday. The package includes two nights stay at the lodge,
2 breakfasts, weekend lift tickets, Apres Dinner Buffet Saturday night, taxes and gratuities. Newly renovated lodge
rooms include either a King bed or two Queens. Costs are
as follows:

Beverages, Appetizers and Snacks
Bread and Rolls
Soups and Salads
Vegetables and Side Dishes
Easy On-Board Meals
3 squares – Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
Cookies and Cakes
Other Desserts








$557.90 per person single occupancy
$344.26 per person double occupancy
$273.04 per person triple occupancy
$237.44 per person quad occupancy
Children ages 6-11, $110.11 per child
Rentals for weekend: Skis/boots/poles - $36;
Snowboard/boots - $52
 Lessons – Group $30/Private $70
 Non-skiers receive a $50 card for credit at the
resort
Make reservations with Jim or Jody Keen at (410) 3269452 (hm), (240) 925-1173 (Jim’s mobile), (301) 9043178 (Jody’s mobile), williwaw66@hotmail.com or jodyskis@hotmail.com

Remember to include favorite recipes from
Chili Cook-offs, Commodore’s Dinners,
Crock-Pot meals, Cruising Pot-Lucks, Happy
Hours and Rendezvous

Who: Anyone can contribute -- members,
crew, your favorite Aunt
Mail it to:

Donna Maneely
22545 Garrison Dr.
California, MD 20619

If you would like to join us and have not yet made
a reservation with Jim or Jody, or have not yet
sent in your initial deposit, please contact Jim or
Jody as soon as possible. For those who have sent
in the initial deposit of $100 per person, thank
you. Your next payment of $100 per person is due
on 19 November. Balance due by 7 January
2011. Mail deposits/payments to Jim Keen, PO
Box 1488, Solomons, MD 20688; checks payable
to James Keen.

Email it to: dsmaneely@verizon.net
Put in the SMSA Recipe Box at the Clubhouse

Deadline December 1!
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Eight SMSA Members Participate in the Seagull Century
By Jody Keen

There we were at the tent, looking around at 3,000+ tired, sweaty, and thirsty fellow participants who were all making multiple runs to the beer trailer and listening to an awesome
band, all trading stories about their day‟s experience. It looked just like it could have been the
tent at the NOODs, CBYRA Race Week, or SMSA‟s Screwpile Regatta. But, instead of having
just spent a day on the race course, we had just completed a 100-mile bike ride with 8,100 other participants in the Seagull Century.
The Seagull Century is an annual 100-mile bicycle ride on the Eastern Shore sponsored by
Salisbury University. This year‟s ride, which attracted riders of all ages, on bicycles of all
types including tandem, recumbent, and even unicycles, was ridden in warm sunshine on a
perfect day in early October.
Eight of us cyclists from SMSA rode the 100-mile route from Salisbury to Assateague Island
and back, providing mutual support and encouragement along
the way. Those SMSA members
making the ride included Donna
Moore, Smitty Smith, Chris Miller, John Edwards, Don Behrens,
Terry and Glenn Walters, and
Jody Keen. Carol Smith and
Kate Miller provided ground logistics and moral support at rest
stops along the route. Jim Keen
scouted the road ahead on his
motorcycle. We rode in a pack,
helping each other as we
pumped our way through the
grueling 100-mile route across
the beautiful scenery of the
Eastern Shore. Many training
miles ridden after work and on
Participants at the end of the race, L to R:John Edwards, Glen Walters, Don
weekends enabled us to success- Behrens, Donna Moore, Terry Walters, Chris Miller, Robert “Smitty” Smith,
Jody Keen
fully complete the ride.
We have many long distance cyclists in SMSA who have ridden in similar events. We hope to
recruit them to ride in the 23rd running of the Seagull Century next near.
The Sea Gull has become a popular fundraiser for several charities, including the Leukemia
and Lymphoma Society‟s Team in Training, Alzheimer‟s Association‟s ALZ Stars and American Cancer Society‟s DetermiNation.
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Continued from Page 4

Racing Season
Middle Distance races and
Invitationals. Click on
"Small Boats" for Thursday night and small boat
regatta results. Our club
has many talented sailors.
Those of us just starting
to compete or still honing
our racing skills could
learn much from them.
We are challenged to sail
faster, read the wind and
call tactics. Even those in
the boats at the back of
the fleet are encouraged
by their fellow sailors to
keep coming out to the
race course. Every competitor is applauded at the
race results.
All this great racing
would not be possible
without the volunteers
who do race committee
week after week. This
club is blessed with dedicated people who offer up
their time to make sure
we get good race courses
set, as many races in before sunset as possible,
food in our bellies, and
rum in our glasses. There
are too many people to
mention. I hope they
know how much they are
appreciated.
Racing is fun... Winning is
better, but in the end who
crosses the finish line first
doesn't really matter.
What we will remember is
the thrill of competition,
the skills we learned on
the race course and the
friendships we made on
the water.

A Disrupted Racing Season
By JR Johnson

I remember thinking back in early March after a lot of travel for work that I
was really behind on getting things ready for the sailing season. Most of the
work was going to be getting Jolly Roger hauled out and do some tweaking
here and there. Then I was surprised with a visit to the ER which turned
into a weekend stay at St. Mary's Hospital. That was just the beginning of
my battle with cancer.
Another vivid memory was on Wednesday, April 14th at oh dark thirty as I
parked my car at the hospital. For every other SoMD sailor it was the beginning of Wednesday Night Racing! For me that morning was when I had the
tumor removed. Some folks already knew but I know that some might be
wondering where Jolly Roger was when boats were checking in. Trust me I
would have much rather have been on the water instead of in ICU with tubes
sticking out everywhere. I remember the day after surgery. I got out of bed
for the second time, and still remember wanting to get to work on the boats.
With ICU and five days in a regular room behind me, as well as shuffling
out a lot of laps around the floor, I was ready to go. Wednesday (WNR
#2) Jake Karaczynski packed me up along with all the balloons,
cards, flowers, and a new little
sailboat for my desk and got me
home to begin some real recovery. Take it from me; a hospital
is no place to rest. Somewhere
in there plans came together
with my awesome crew to get
Jolly Roger hauled and the work
done. It was a May WNR drifter
that we ended up in the water
for a "shakedown" cruise. My
pirates were keeping me in
check and not letting me get
carried away with doing too
much so that day in particular I
was "forced" to sit in the back,
drive, and enjoy my grog. Darn.
Spring and summer were mixed
with successes and only a minor
set back as far as my recovery. It would have been much
more difficult if I did not have
the company of my friends on
Wednesday and the occasional
weekend race...not to mention
Screwpile.
This year has given new meaning to the Jolly Roger battle
cry...

Jolly Roger competing in this 2010 Screwpile
Challenge

Live slow - Sail Fast - DIE WELL - A R R R R ! !
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A Well Balanced Racing Program
Editor’s Note: Joy Dorethy asked the racers, “What is your favorite race?” Last month. The response was
impressive and even more impressive; there was no heavily favorite race. The SMSA racing program
seems to have something for everyone.
Each response was an email to Joy. They are presented below in alphabetical order by race name. The
comments were directly extracted from the emails.

Double-Handed Race
Jolie Homsher : My favorite
race is the Double-handed
race. I like how this
race tests not only the sailing
skills of two sailors but also
tests the communication
skills of each. The race course
itself is somewhat challenging as each leg
offers slightly different conditions and tactical
planning. The race is long
enough to be challenging for
two but not so long as to exhaust the crew entirely! Each
boat may be striving to beat
the next, but a high level
of camaraderie is evident
among the competing sailors
making this an enjoyable race
for all!
Frost-Goode Race up the
River.
Jeffrey Moore: I too really like
the race up the river but I
guess I should pick another
race. I really like Hooper Is-

Wednesday Night #2 - Taken by Allen Wirth

land/Point-No-Point; always
fun to round two lighthouses.

spectrum of racing conditions
we see in a racing season.

Joy Dorethy: I like it because
it is never boring. You have
to navigate around obstacles,
Point Patience, deal with
depth, being too close to
shore, current, and a lot of
wind shifts based upon where
you are. It is not so short to
be over before you know it,
yet not so long to drag it out
all day.
Hooper- Pt. No Point

Keith Jacobs: We usually
have good wind & pleasant
temps. The event has grown
over the years & it‟s been a
great way to show off all aspects of our Club to those who
travel from out of town.

Keith Jacobs: There is always
a good breeze with some interesting wave action. For
me, the race is just the right
length to be fun without being boring.
Invitational Series
James Whited : Joy, I would
vote for the Invitational Series. This series that spans
all 3 seasons is appealing because it usually covers the
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Middle Distance Races
Max Munger: Overall, I would
have to choose the 4 Middle
distances races. Yes, they can
be long, but on good days it is
great to be sailing from morn
to dusk. A long day with crew
members who come a distance
to sail with me. With lots of
opportunities to succeed and
also lose.
Mixed Couples Race
Sarah Southworth: My
"favorite" is the Mixed Couples because I learn that 2
people can "race" a sailboat
and it is FUN to raft up, an-

chor out and enjoy fellow racer's company. Other than
that, I like them all. Least
favorite is Smith Island Race
because it ends so late and if
we race spinnaker, crossing
the Potomac can be a BEAR...
in all of my cruising, the two
worse conditions I've had to
handle were coming home and
crossing the Potomac in NNW winds. Nasty. I wish all
fleets could round whatever
that NS rounding mark is...
T. Elliott Peterson: Mixed couples race is the only nonWednesday Stingry has done,
so it‟s my favorite. Why? Nice
scenery, good company, short
distance, interesting format.
Tried to do fall series, but
came out on the wrong day
listed in race circular. Like
the Olympic format also!
Screwpile
John Dixon: Has to be winning Screwpile for the first
time on the original Rhumb
Punch! It came down to the
last race of the last day, we
were essentially match racing
Battle Wagon who we had to
beat to win the regatta. The
wind was blowing 20 knots
and we noticed a right hand
shift on the second beat and
played it. We were the only
ones to go right and it paid off
nicely putting us in the lead.
We beat Battle Wagon by
three boat lengths and the regatta was ours. This was the
first win at Screwpile for Papa Punch after ten years of
trying! Such an overwhelming
feeling to win that regatta!

Small Boat One
Day Regatta
Jimmy Yurko: Afternoons in June are almost always filled
with beautiful weather. The air and water
are usually warm,
but not hot, the
breeze picks up in the
afternoon. We usually get a good sea
breeze, and it is fun to go out
and run race after race in
great conditions. I love the
Thursday night race program, and the one day is just
like one long Thursday
night!
Mardy Millen: Small Boat
Regatta! Learning curve! Oh
yea! Annapolis to Bermuda
on Flyer!
Vice Commodores Cup
John and April Kriz: My favorite race has always been
the Vice Commodores Cup
when it went to St. Mary's
City. I like racing at
night. You need to consider
tides/current, strategy at Pt.
Lookout, and the 2nd race in
the river with shallows,
etc. It has relatively easy
logistics to get everyone back
home after the race (20 minute car ride). After that, I
like Hooper/No-Point. I do
not like racing up the Patuxent for all the reasons you
mention. Shifty wind is a
big factor in the river. 10-12
mile races are more manageable than the longer ones.
Wednesday Night Series
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Geezer Squeezer—Photo by Joy Dorethy

Arthur Kuehne : Hi Joy. My
favorite race is the Wednesday night series. Not so much
because of the racing itself,
but more about how it gives
me something to look forward
to mid-week, each week.
Megan Hildenberger : Initially
I thought my favorite race
was any Women's series race,
because whatever else happens, there is guaranteed
wind and usually great
weather. But then I considered the races I get to do
weekly, not the ones I have to
wait a year for. Every SMSA
Wednesday Night race is the
highlight of my week. After a
long day stuck in the office,
it's the perfect release for my
body and soul. The company
is always enjoyable, and the
people all come together with
the same general goals in
mind for the evening - to relax
and have a good time. I think
most would agree that the
venue is unrivaled. And the
opportunity presents itself
every Wednesday during the
summer season, a blessed
break in the monotony.
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For more details: Go to www.smsa.com, then click on Calendar, then click on the item that interests you.
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